sniglar crib recall

IKEA Canada, in cooperation with Health Canada, has recalled the SNIGLAR crib with date stamp IKEA has received
information from.The slats may detach from the top or bottom rail, creating a gap. Photo source: Health Canada IKEA
Canada is recalling about IKEA SNIGLAR cribs. If this occurs a child can become entrapped in the crib, fall or be cut
by the loose slats. There are no reports of incidents or injuries.IKEA has recalled 20, SNIGLAR cribs. The four bolts
that support the crib mattress may not be long enough, which could allow the mattress to collapse.Another
Canada-specific recall, IKEA's SNIGLAR cribs in beech wood (model number ) use slats that can detach from the top
or.You'll want to check for recalls and make sure your crib was made after . Good news for IKEA Sniglar fans the
Gulliver Crib is a similarly.This recall involves about 26, cribs. It involves the Sniglar non-drop-side, full- size cribs
with model number Sniglar, Ikea and the.Ikea is recalling a line of baby cribs because of a problem with the bolts that
attach the The recall only involves Sniglar non-drop-side, full-size cribs with model.BURLINGTON, ON, Feb. 17
/CNW/ - IKEA Canada has initiated a recall for repair action on the SNIGLAR Crib. There have been no reported cases
of injury.IKEA has issued a SNIGLAR crib recall, affecting 20, cribs in the U.S. and 6, cribs in Canada. Reportedly, the
bolts provided with certain.Attention Sniglar Crib Owners! Ikea has announced a voluntary repair recall of its Sniglar
crib. If you own a Sniglar, you may or may not be.The massive retail chain issued a recall for their SNIGLAR cribs in
the U.S. and Canada. They say the bolts provided with about 26, of those."The four bolts provided with some SNIGLAR
cribs to secure the mattress support are not long enough. This can cause the mattress support to.Recalled cribs can be
identified by model number The words ' SNIGLAR', 'IKEA' and the model number are printed on a label.18 Feb - 32 sec
- Uploaded by KCRA News Ikea has issued a recall for the Sniglar crib set, model # If you have one of these.Find recall
information for IKEA SNIGLAR Crib Recall and other recalled Cribs & Toddler Beds. Recall check and recall search
tools.IKEA Canada has recalled their IKEA SNIGLAR cribs because the cribs' slats are able to detach from the top or
bottom rail and create a gap.The furniture company issued a voluntary recall of their SNIGLAR brand cribs. The four
bolts used to secure the mattress support are not long enough and can.
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